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ABSTRACT 

Name : Mildaranti 

Reg. Number : 20400112150 

Title : Using Tea Party Strategy as a Pre-Reading Activity to Improve 

the Students’ Reading Comprehension at the Second Grade of 

Senior High School 1 Anggeraja, Enrekang Regency. 

This research is about using tea party strategy as a teaching strategy in 

reading. The objectives of the research are explaining the improvement of the 

students’ reading comprehension in applying tea party strategy and detecting the 

students’ activity of using tea party in teaching learning process.  

The researcher used a classroom action research. The researcher held two 

cycles where each cycle consisted of four meetings. This classroom action 

research was held at the XI Senior High School 1 Anggeraja, Enrekang Regency, 

it consisted of 31 students as the research subject. It covered 26 females and 5 

males. The instruments used to collect data were test and observation sheet. In 

analyzing the data, the researcher used quantitative analysis. The quantitative 

data analyses were collected through the test as well as observational sheet in 

finding the percentage of the students’ activity. The quantitative data were used 

to measure the students’ scores during the cycle and finding the mean 

percentage, it aimed to know the students’ improvement in reading 

comprehension. 

The findings showed that using tea party strategy as a pre-reading 

activity was success to improve the students’ reading comprehension. It was 

proved by the improvements of the students’ achievement. In the preliminary 

test, the students got the mean score only 56.45% which was classified as fair 

score. In the achievement test of the second cycle, the students’ mean score 

improved with the mean score 70.32 which were classified as fairly good score. 

The researcher try to conduct the second cycle to got the research target. The 

results of the achievement test in the second cycle were successful in achieving 

up to 81.61%. Moreover, the data from the observational sheet showed that most 

of the students become very active in the class, it because the strategy brought 

the students to be enthusiastic in teaching learning process. 

Regarding on this research, the researcher concludes that using tea party 

strategy as a pre-reading activity is able to improve the students reading 

comprehension significantly. Therefore, the researcher suggests to provide 

various teaching strategy as tea party strategy especially in teaching reading in 

order to make the students’ not bored in learning and teaching process. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

            In learning language, one of the aspects that should be improved is 

reading. In daily life, it is very important to get information from every 

reading passage, especially in learning English. Reading is one of the basic 

skills in English which is  not  simply translated  word  by word  but  need  

to  be  acquired  during  language  course. Therefore,  when  the  students  

learn  to  read,  they  should  be  able  to  comprehend  the  readings  text  

during  the  process  of  reading.  They  are  not  only  expected  to  read  the  

text  in  good  pronunciation  but also to  find  the  meaning  of  each  word 

within the text.  

            According to Teixeira in Karang (2014), reading is a key of language 

skill that has a significant role in the teaching and learning of foreign 

languages. This skill allows students to have access to ideas that is 

communicated by people in different locations and eras, give them the 

opportunity to broaden their horizons and increase their knowledge. Reading 

in a foreign language is essential not only for promoting the students’ 

personal and cognitive development, but also for improving their study and 

job prospects in a globalized society. 

             Reading is a fundamental skill upon which all formal education 

depends. Teaching reading is continuing process; it has to be given 
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continuously from the first to the highest education level. Teaching reading 

to students at very young age is, therefore, the basis for the higher level. 

Low reading achievement is the problem which causes the performing of 

school is low, it harms the students and make the loss of public confidence in 

the school system. 

             Based on the researcher’s preliminary study which was conducted by 

interviewing the teacher and the students at the SMAN 1 Anggeraja, then 

the researcher found that the lack ability of the teacher and the students in 

reading comprehension are caused by several problems such as; 

understanding English vocabulary, finding the main idea of the text they 

read, students  are not  accustomed  to  practice  reading  in  the  classroom  

and  daily life in fact, when the teacher give the student a passage they could 

not understand the topic of the paragraph. Last teachers  could  not find  the  

right  strategy  or  technique  to  provide  materials  for students  to  learn  

and  quickly  understand  the  material  presented, it makes the students felt 

bored when they got Reading lesson. Based on factors that are mentioned 

above the biggest problem is how to choose appropriate technique or 

strategy because student can easily get bored if teacher presents material 

with traditional technique. 

             The solution of the problem above is the teacher should have 

suitable strategy of teaching reading that makes the students feel interesting 

with reading lesson.  The teachers should provide the students with various 

reading activities. There should be a pre-reading activity to prepare the 
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students before they read the whole texts. Pre-reading will help the students 

to build their basic knowledge of the texts. It is absolutely help  them  have  

certain  amount  of  background  knowledge  about  the reading  text  

because  the  strategy  will  help  the  students to get  better  comprehension. 

             Learning reading English perhaps make the students feeling that it is 

a bored activity in studying English especially when the teachers asked them 

to read unfamiliar texts. Based on the problem above it is necessary to apply 

the strategies to solve the problem of students in Reading English in order 

students can read and understand the meaning of every reading passage. Tea 

party strategy is chosen to solve this problem. According to Beer (2003) Tea 

party is a strategy that makes the students involve in an interactive activity. 

This strategy helped the students analyze and discuss the phrase or sentences 

that would be written in the cards, they will socialize it and guess what the 

text would be about.  

          Based on the reality above, the researcher intended to carry out class 

action research under the title “Using Tea Party Strategy as a Pre-Reading 

Activity to Improve the Students’ Reading Comprehension at the Second 

Grade of SMAN 1 Anggeraja Enrekang Regency”  

B. Research Problems 

The researcher intended to focus on answering these questions:  

1. How is the students’ reading comprehension improvement after using 

tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity? 
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2. How is the students’ activity in the classroom by using tea party 

strategy? 

C. Research Objectives 

The objective of study is based on the statement of the problems above: 

1. To improve the students’ reading comprehension by using tea party 

strategy as a pre-reading activity. 

2. To find out the students’ activity in the classroom by using tea party 

strategy. 

D. Research Significances 

           This research concerned with using tea party strategy as a pre-reading 

activity to improve the students’ reading comprehension. Related to the 

target of this research, it had two significances both theoretical and practical 

significances. 

             Theoretically, this research could be used to give the evidence about 

implementation theory based on problem that faced above that was 

improving reading comprehension by using tea party strategy. Furthermore, 

the results of this thesis were expected to enrich theories and can be a 

reference for future studies related to tea party strategy to improve the 

students’ reading comprehension. 

           Practically, the researcher expected that this thesis was useful for the 

researcher herself, so it broaden her knowledge in teaching reading. In the 

other hand, this thesis would be useful to the teachers which could give them 

a new strategy in teaching reading, they would not be stuck only in some 
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particular teaching strategies. Using tea party strategy could be a good 

alternative or variation in teaching reading, where it made the students enjoy 

following the lesson. Besides that, the researcher expected the strategy could 

be a great way to improve the students’ reading comprehension that more 

effective and efficiently without taking too much time and too seriously. 

Moreover, by having the situation, they were expected to have an 

improvement in their reading comprehension, which appeared in their result 

of the study. 

E. Research Scope 

            The scope of this research was focused on the use of tea party 

strategy as a pre-reading activity to improve the students’ reading 

comprehension especially narrative text at the second grade of SMAN 1 

Anggeraja Enrekang Regency.  

F. Operational Definition of Term 

1. Tea Party Strategy 

             Tea Party is a strategy where the students pretend like they are in 

the party while talking and discussing some topics. Regarding to improve 

the students’ reading comprehension, Tea party is to allow the students to 

predict what they think will happen in the text. This strategy helps the 

students to build the basic information before they read the whole texts; 

this strategy will make the students become active because they will 

discuss and socialize it with their friends then guessing what the text will 

be about. 
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2. Pre-Reading Activity 

             Pre-reading activity means that the research will perform 

activities such as relating passage contents to make the students get 

familiarity with the topic, vocabulary, or complex structures in the 

passage. In the other side, pre-reading activity is the beginning steps to 

help the students get a prior knowledge in order that students will get 

deep comprehension of the text before they read the whole text. 

3. Reading Comprehension 

             Reading comprehension is the ability in understanding the text. 

So, the students do not only read but also comprehend the text in order to 

catch some ideas and information from the text. In addition, reading 

comprehension refers to meaning, understanding, and entertainment. In 

the text the reader must understand about meaning of the text in order the 

students feel to be entertained while reading. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

           In this chapter, the researcher discussed the literature review of this 

research. It consists of some previous related studies and some pertinents 

ideas. For more detail information, the explanations as follow : 

A. Some Previous Related Studies 

            Karang (2013) conducted a research entitled  “Improving Reading 

Comprehension Through KWL Strategy at the Eight Grade Students of 

SMPN 1 Almapura” She outlined  that using KWL strategy can improve 

students’ reading comprehension at the Eight Grade students of SMPN 1 

Almapura. To compare with my research while Karang issued about 

reading comprehension by using KWL strategy, my own research 

discussed about improving reading comprehension by using tea party 

strategy. KWL strategy helped students to be active thinkers while they 

read (Carr & Ogle in Karang, 2013) giving them specific things to look 

for and having them reflect on what they learned when they are finished 

reading, while tea party strategy was a strategy to prepare the students 

before they read the whole material in order they comprehended the text 

deeply when the teacher gave them the whole text. To sum up KWL 

strategy helps the students to be active thinkers while they read and tea 

party strategy helps the students in predicting the text before they read 

the whole text. 
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            Sulastri (2012), conducted an action research untitled “Improving 

the First Year Students’ Reading Comprehension Ability Through Team 

Games Tournament at SMA Muhammadiyah 6 Makassar”. She found 

that using TGT was effective to improve the first year students’ reading 

comprehension at SMA Muhammadiyah 6 Makassar. To compare with 

my research while Sulastri issued about reading comprehension by using 

Team Games Tournament, my own research was discussed about 

improving reading comprehension by using tea party strategy. Team 

Games Tournament was one type of collaborative learning that force the 

students to comprehend the text quickly because their comprehension 

would be tested by Team Games Tournament, while tea party strategy 

was distributing index cards to the students that contain a phrase of the 

text and the students would be mingle and discussing with the other 

students to find what the text will be about. To sum up both of strategy 

were collaborative learning that make the students interesting in reading 

but, the previous research focus on how the result of the students 

comprehension in reading and my research itself talked more about how 

to prepare the students in recognizing the text.   

             Romli (2014), conducted an action research untitled “Improving 

the Students’ Reading Comprehension of Narrative Text through Story 

Mapping (A Classroom Action Research of the Second Grade of MTS 

Tarbiyatul Falah)”. It can be concluded that story mapping can improve 

the students’ reading comprehension in narrative text. It is proved from 
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the result of the test increase in every cycle, and also the students’ 

enthusiasm in learning process. To compare with my research, while 

Romli used story mapping to improve the students’ reading 

comprehension of narrative text. The research used tea party strategy to 

improve the students’ reading comprehension. Story mapping as media 

in teaching reading made the students easy to retell and write the text by 

visualizing story character, events and setting but story mapping can be 

applied only for certain kinds of text, such as narrative text, then the 

maps can be applied to the stories, particularly the shorter text. In 

addition, applying story mapping in teaching narrative text needs a 

longer time than without using this method. Therefore, this method can 

not be used for anytime of teaching. Tea party strategy was a simple 

strategy to apply in teaching reading and the research believed it can be 

applied almost of reading text. To sum up story mapping can be applied 

only for certain texts and tea party strategy is applicable for reading 

texts.   

             Regarding those previous findings above, the research concluded 

that there are many various strategies and methods in teaching reading as 

well as ways to improve the students’ reading comprehension. Each 

strategies and methods had a specific characteristic and quality that was 

different with the others. But, generally the aim was improving the 

students’ reading comprehension. In this case, the researcher decided to 
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use tea party strategy to improve the students’ reading comprehension at 

the second grade.  

B. Pertinent Ideas 

a. Tea Party Strategy 

1) Definition of Tea Party Strategy 

           According to Tompkins (1998), Tea Party is a strategy to 

encourage students to read or reread pre-selected excerpt from the 

story. This practice of reading the excerpts and discussing the story 

will improve students’ fluency and comprehension skill because Tea 

Party strategy is a strategy that improves students understanding of 

story before they read. According to Beer (2003) this strategy gets 

students to consider parts of a text before reading it. The teacher 

takes actual phrases from the text about to be read, and writes one on 

each index card to hand out to each student. Several students can 

have the same phrase. When students receive their cards, they walk 

around the classroom, share their cards, listen to others, and discuss 

how the cards might be connected and make inferences as to what 

the text might be about. After this, they get into smaller groups to 

discuss what they’ve learned from the cards and what they think are 

possibilities for setting, characters, and problems in the text.  

2) Procedure of Tea Party Strategy 

             Shoob in Maiyuhendri (2014) states that there are several 

steps in implementing the Tea Party Strategy, they are: 
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a) Selecting eight to ten statements from the text. 

b) Writing the statements on index cards, repeating statements to 

match of number students in the class. 

c) Distributing one card to each student, he or she is then given a 

chance to read the statement silently. 

d) Students move in the classroom and read the statement on their 

index cards to as many other classmates as possible. 

e) Students meet in small group of their own choosing to discuss 

what they guessed about the text from the statement. 

f) In their groups, they make predictions and list questions. 

g) The student then read in the text to check accuracy of their 

prediction and answer their questions. 

b. Pre-Reading Activity 

          In contemporary practice teaching reading is usually divided into 

three phases. They are pre-reading, while reading and post reading 

activities, each of which has its own particular aims and procedure. 

          According to Mihara in Romdona (2011) states that Pre-reading 

activity is the activity where the student’s using their prior knowledge 

and guessing the content of the text that she/he is going to read. Readers 

who possess prior knowledge of the content area of the text should 

comprehend its content. Thus to help students activate appropriate prior 

knowledge, pre-reading strategy is considered useful. 
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c. Reading Comprehension 

            Tarigan (2008) states reading comprehension is kind of reading 

activity that aims understand literary standards, critical review, printed 

drama, patterns of fiction. Kintsch in Romdona (2014) defined that 

reading comprehension is the process of making meaning from the text 

which has the purpose to gain an overall understanding of what is 

described in the text rather than to obtain meaning from isolated words 

or sentences. 

            Pang et al in Karang (2014) states that reading is about 

understanding written texts. It is a complex activity that involves both 

perception and thought. Reading consists of two related processes: word 

recognition and comprehension. Word recognition refers to the process 

of perceiving how written symbols correspond to one’s spoken language. 

Comprehension is the process of making sense of words, sentences and 

connected text. Readers typically make use of background knowledge, 

vocabulary, grammatical knowledge, experience with text and other 

strategies to help them understand written text. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

  

A. Method of the Research 

1. Research Design 

           In this research, the researcher conducted Classroom Action 

Research (CAR). It was conducted by the teachers or lecturers who want 

to help their students mastered the materials. The main proposes of 

Classroom Action Research were to identify and to solve the students’ 

problem in the class. 

           Kemmis and Taggart in Arikunto (2013) described the model or 

the procedures of Classroom Action Research into four steps. They are; 

(1) plan, (2) action, (3) observation and evaluation, and (4) reflection. 

The relations among them is called a cycle. Cycle action research can be 

drawn as follows: 

 

Figure 1. (Kemmis and McTaggart in Mulhal 2012) 
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           This research consists of two cycles. Each cycle consists of four meetings. 

In a cycle, it consists of four steps. They are: 

1. Plan 

           In this step, the researcher prepared what the students had to do in the 

action step.  The researcher prepared all of the instruments to get valid data, 

such as tests, observation sheet, answer key of the tests, answer sheets, etc. 

2. Action 

           Action referred to the activities that were done by researcher in 

classroom related to improving reading comprehension through tea party 

strategy at the second grade of SMAN 1 Anggeraja. Based on lesson plan 

during learning activities there were three main activities organized namely 

pre-reading, reading activity and post-reading. 

a. Pre-Reading Activity 

1) Greeting the students 

2) Introducing Tea Party Strategies  

a) Create Cards 

The researcher used index cards or small sheets of paper. And then, 

the researcher wrote phrases, sentences, or words from the text that 

the students would read. The researcher should remember to not 

paraphrase the text; the students should have the exact material 

provided in the text. The teacher chose the phrases that offer insight 

into characters, plot, setting, and conflicts. 
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b) Have Students “Socialize” 

The researcher passed out cards and had students roam around the 

room, talking and chatting individually about the information on the 

cards and what they thought the text would be about. This should 

take between ten-twelve minutes. As students studied the phrases on 

their cards they began to develop an outline in their minds about the 

story and text elements. They gained insight into possible settings, 

characters, cause and effect relationships, the sequencing of the 

material, and gained insight into what the story would be about. 

c) Return to Small Groups 

The students met in small groups to discuss their predictions and 

what they thought is happening in the story or text. The students 

found their friends in a group. It was about four-to-five students per 

group was ideal. 

d) Record Predictions 

Students should write collaborative “We Think” statements. The 

paragraph began with, “We think that this selection is about…”. The 

researcher may have them wrote this in their notebook or on large 

pieces of chart paper for easier viewing. 

e) Sharing “We Think” Statements 

The groups of students can share their “We Think” statements. 

Researcher should remember to ask them to explain how they 

reached their prediction. 
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b. Reading Activity 

            After finishing the pre-reading activity, the researcher gave 

reading text to the students. The students read the text used for the 

tea party strategy. The researcher used literature circles or allow for a 

specific time for students to read the text. If the students used large 

pieces of chart paper for their predictions you may consider posting 

them around the room for others to reflect on as they read and review 

the text. 

c. Post-Reading Activity 

             In post activity, the researcher asked the subject if there were 

any questions related to the lesson. Furthermore, discussing what they 

had been learned together. Finally, the researcher gave conclusion of 

the material.  

3. Observation 

             In this step, the researcher observed what happened in the 

classroom, what the students did in the classroom. She had to also 

observe the weaknesses of the learning process. She wrote down all the 

students’ activities during the teaching and learning process. The writing 

or the note was evaluated for the next step.  

4. Reflection 

            In this step, the researcher analyzed the weaknesses that she had 

seen while observing. After analyzing the weaknesses, she looked for the 
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problems causing the weaknesses. Also, in this step, she had to think 

what she had to do at the next step. 

2. Research Variables 

           This research had two variables which were explained by Arikunto 

(2010): Independent variable and Dependent variable.  

a. Independent Variable 

Independent variable is a variable that is stated to cause some 

outcome; it is the cause (Schreiber & Asner-self, 2011). In this 

research, the independent variable is using Tea Party Strategy. 

b. Dependent Variable 

Based on what is stated by Schreiber & Asner-self (2011), dependent 

variable is the outcome of the independent variable; it is the effect. 

The dependent variable observed in this research is students’ reading 

comprehension. 

B. Research Participant 

 The subject of this research is all the students of the second grade. 

They were the students of SMAN 1 Anggeraja Enrekang Regency. Based on 

the researcher interview, there were about 31 students in the class, covering 5 

boys and 26 girls. 

C. Research Target 

 The students’ achievement in learning process was assessed by KKM 

(Kriteria Ketuntasan  Minimal) of the second grade in SMAN 1 Anggeraja. The 
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point of KKM was 75 points. The students had to master the material 65% to get 

the KKM.  

D. Research Instruments 

         In order to collect the intended data, this research used two 

instruments namely reading test and observation sheet.  

1. Reading Test 

       There were two kinds of test to measure students’ reading 

comprehension namely pre-test and post-test. First test or initial reflection 

intended to assess the pre-existing reading comprehension of the subjects 

which were administered in the first meeting later the researcher conducted 

the research by using tea party strategy in the classroom. The second test 

was administered in the end of each session. The function of administering 

post test is to evaluate the improvement of tea party strategy in teaching 

reading comprehension. First test and second test were in the form of 

multiple choice items which was consisted of 10 questions of first test and 

10 questions of second test. The expected answer were A, B, C, and D. Each 

correct answer had 1 point and incorrect answer got 0 point. The purpose of 

pre-test conducted was to find out initial condition of subject in reading 

comprehension. Meanwhile the second test reflected the improvement of tea 

party strategy when it was applied in second grade of SMAN 1 Anggeraja. 

2. Observation Sheet 

              Observation is one of the very important records methods for 

obtaining comprehensive data in qualitative research especially when a 
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composite of both oral and visual data become vital to the research. 

Observation itself consist of two types, they are participant observer and non-

participant observer. 

              In this research, the researcher used observation sheet to monitor the 

students’ activity during the learning process by using tea party strategy. The 

researcher took a participant observation because the researcher was the 

teacher and the observer of this research. 

              This instrument was used to take the data of students’ performance 

and activities in teaching and learning process in the class. The data from this 

instrument in a cycle was used as a basis data to continue to the next cycle. 

The data used to prepare all the materials needed in the following steps.  

E. Data Collection Procedure 

1. Reading Test 

                The researcher used reading test in form of narrative text as the 

instrument for collecting data. The test consists of test the first cycle and 

second cycle. Test of the first cycle and second cycle are used to know 

whether there was an improvement of the students’ reading comprehension 

after using tea party strategy. 

2. Observation Sheet 

                 In this technique, the data was taken from the notes about 

everything happened during teaching learning process which were about the 

students’ responses and participation in teaching learning process. This 

instrument was also as a barometer to do previous data collecting. By direct 
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observing, there were possibilities to take some notes, behavior, 

improvement, and so on, which were happened any time. 

F. Data Analysis Technique 

The quantitative data was analyzed as follows: 

a. The formula was used in scoring the students’ correct answers  was 

Students correct answer 

Score =     x 10 

Total Number of items 

 

(Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2004) 

 

b. Classifying the scores of the students into following criteria. 

The mean score of the students was classified into seven levels as 

follows: 

Table 1. Classification Score of Students 

Score Criteria 

9.6 – 10 Excellent 

8.6 – 9.5 Very Good 

7.6 – 8.5 Good 

6.6 – 7.5 Fairly Good 

5.6 – 6.5 Fairly 

3.6 – 5.5 Poor 

0 – 3.5 Very Poor 

(Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2004) 
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c. Calculating the rate percentage of the students’ scores: 

F 

%=        x 100  

N  

Where: 

% : Percentage 

F : Frequency 

N : The total number of the students  

                                 (Gay, 2006) 

d. The mean score of the students’ achievement: 

 

 

Where: 

   ̅           =  Mean Score   

∑         The sum of all score 

N         =  The number of subject (students) 

(Gay, 2006) 

 

  ̅= 
∑ x

N
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

            In this chapter, the researcher presents the result of the research. In this 

point, the researcher shows the finding of the data which are collected then 

followed by the discussion of the findings. It includes the data which were 

collected during the research. The explanation as follows: 

A. Findings 

Based on the research problem, this section is divided in two parts. The 

explanations are as follows: 

1. The Improvement of the Students’ Reading Comprehension after Using 

Tea Party Strategy as a Pre-Reading Activity. 

The first cycle was conducted from 28
th

 of March until 14
th

 of April 2016. 

It consisted of four meetings included preliminary test and two achievement 

tests. In this step, the researcher prepared all the material and media that was 

needed during teaching-learning process such as teaching material, flash cards, 

lesson plan, and observation sheet to observe the students’ activities during 

teaching-learning process.  

Based on the schedule of the class, the first meeting was conducted on 

28
th

 of March 2016. The meeting was started from 07.45 a.m-09.00 a.m. Every 

meeting was provided 90 minutes so, the researcher had to use the time 

effectively. In this meeting the researcher began with introducing herself as a 

researcher. The researcher explained the aim of her research and the reason 
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conducting the research. Before conducting the action, the students were given 

the preliminary test (see the pictures below) to measure the student prior 

knowledge in comprehending the text. The preliminary test consisted of 10 items 

of multiple choices in form of narrative text.  

 

Picture 1. The students were doing the preliminary test 

After calculating the students’ score, the researcher found out mean score 

of preliminary cycle test was low with mean score was 56.45%. The score 

showed that the students still had difficulties in comprehending the text because 

the score did not achieve the target of the student success criteria. Therefore, the 

researcher tried to apply tea party strategy in pre-reading activity to improve the 

students reading comprehension in order to achieve the target.  

Based on the schedule, the researcher conducted the second meeting on 

7
th

 April 2016. The class was started at 09.00 – 10.10 a.m. in the morning. In this 

meeting, the researcher taught the material by applying tea party strategy. The 

procedures (see the pictures below and for further, see the Lesson Plan in the 

Appendix XIV) as well as the third meeting that conducted on 11
th

 April 2016.  
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Pictures  2. TEA PARTY STRATEGY ACTIVITIES 

1. The students roamed around the class, talking and sharing about the 

information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The students divided in  4 groups (1
st
 Cycle)     3.  The students divided into 5 

groups (2
nd

 Cycle)  

 

4. The students discussed the information of the text in the cards 

 

 

 

 

 

1

.. 

2 3 

4 
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5. The students found the prediction of the text and wrote the prediction in a paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. The students retell the prediction of the text 

 

7. The student read the text while checking the closer prediction of the text 

 

Based on the schedule, the researcher conducted the fourth meeting on 

14
th

 April 2016. The class was started at 09.00 – 10.10 a.m. in the morning. In 

this meeting, the researcher gave the students the achievement test (see the 

5 

6 

7 

5 
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pictures below) to measure the students’ achievement during the first cycle. The 

achievement test consisted of 10 items of multiple choices in form of narrative 

text. 

 

Picture 3. The students were doing achievement test of the first cycle 

Covering the data, the researcher found the mean score of the students’ 

achievement test in the first cycle was 70.32%.The score was classified as fairly 

good. Based on the result of the students’ achievement test, there were 25.81% 

the students who got good score (70-80) which improved become 8 students than 

in the preliminary test was none of the students got good score. Although, there 

was improvement in cycle 1, this condition had not reached yet the criteria of 

success that had been decided. It means that, the researcher needed to evaluate 

and improve the students’ reading comprehension in the next cycle in order to 

catch the criteria of success. So that, although the result of the students’ score 

had not reached yet, the researcher realized that had to do more efforts to 

improve the students’ reading comprehension through tea party strategy. It 

needed to have more improvement in the next cycle. 
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The planning for the first and second cycle were the same. There were all 

the material and media that was needed during teaching-learning process. The 

second cycle was conducted for four meetings. It was held on April, 18
th

, 21
st
, 

25
th

, and 28
th

. For this planning, the researcher would make a competition of 

every group in the 3rd meeting to make the students become more active in form 

of reading section. The researcher also prepared the reward for any group who 

got the winner. In addition, to know the improvement of the students reading 

comprehension by using tea party strategy, the researcher prepared the 

achievement test that consisted of 10 items of multiple choices in form of 

narrative text. 

The researcher conducted the first meeting on Monday, April 18
th

 2016. 

The meeting was started from 07.45 a.m – 09.00 a.m. The researcher taught the 

material by using tea party strategy. The procedures (see the pictures below and 

for further, see the Lesson Plan in the Appendix XV)  as well as the second 

meeting that held on 21
st
 April 2016. 

Pictures  4. TEA PARTY STRATEGY ACTIVITIES 

1. The students roamed around the class, talking and sharing about the 

information 

 

 

 

 

 

1

.. 
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2. The students divided in  4 groups (1
st
 Cycle)     3.  The students divided into 5 

groups (2
nd

 Cycle)  

 

4. The students discussed the information of the text in the cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. The students found the prediction of the text and wrote the prediction in a paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 3 

4 

5 
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6. The students retell the prediction of the text 

 

7. The student read the text while checking the 

 

In the next meeting on Monday, April 25
th

 2016, the research was held a 

game in form of predicting the text. It aimed to improve the students’ reading 

comprehension and their activeness. The game was about finding the prediction 

quickly. The researcher divided the students into five groups, the researcher gave 

them the flash card that consisted of sentences that related to the text that the 

students would predict. Then, every group sent their representative to write 

down on the whiteboard the prediction. The researcher counted 1-30 seconds to 

5 

6 

7 
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stop them wrote. The winner is the closer prediction that the students already 

wrote in the whiteboard.  

In the third meeting, the atmosphere of the class was really different 

because the students were crowded in joining the games. The students were 

really enthusiastic and enjoy the competition. It made the researcher happy 

because it was a little improvement of the students in comprehending the text. It 

was proved with their comprehension in predicting the text. In the fourth 

meeting on 28
th

 April 2016, the researcher gave the students achievement test 

(see the pictures below) to know the improvement of the students’ reading 

comprehension during the second cycle. The achievement test consisted of 10 

items of multiple choices in form of narrative text. After calculating the score, 

the researcher found the mean score of the achievement test in the second cycle 

was 81.61%. The students’ score showed the improvement than in the first cycle 

(70.32%).  

 

Picture 5. The students were doing achievement test of the second cycle 
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In addition, there was the target of successfulness of the students that had 

been decided by the researcher. The target is the students have to master the 

material 65% to get the success criteria of the students (KKM); the point of 

KKM is 75 points. The data showed that 81.61 percentages of the students 

already mastered the material especially in reading comprehension. It meant that 

the Classroom Action Research (CAR) was success and the cycle was stopped. It 

made the research satisfied of the students’ improvement in using tea party 

strategy to improve the students’ reading comprehension. 

Toward teaching learning process in this cycle the researcher was 

satisfied because her work hard to improve the students’ reading comprehension 

had been reached. There was an improvement after applying the second cycle of 

class action research (CAR). It can be seen from the result of the students’ 

achievement test of the second cycle was 81.61%, it was totally improved than in 

the first cycle was 70.32%.  

From the data during first and second cycle which was consisted of 

preliminary test and two achievement tests. It could be seen from the first test 

and the second cycle in the first cycle to the second test of the second cycle 

which has been showed that more than 75% of the students who passed the 

target of successful criteria (KKM). It meant that the researcher decided to stop 

the Classroom Action Research (CAR) because it was succeeded. Therefore, the 

researcher did not need to rearrange for next planning. Regarding the result of the 

data that has been explained, it should be concluded that using tea party strategy 

as a pre-reading activity can improve the students’ reading comprehension. 
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2. The Students’ Activity in the Classroom by Using Tea Party Strategy. 

The observation was conducted during each cycle. It included how the 

students work together, how the students being active during learning process, 

optimized their comprehension in comprehending the text and how the situation 

and condition of the class was applying tea party strategy as a pre-reading 

activity to improve the students’ reading comprehension. The researcher used 

observation sheet to find out the percentage of students’ activity during teaching 

and learning process in every cycle. Then, the researcher calculated the total 

percentage of students’ activities to get the data which was used as a basis data 

for the next cycle.  

Based on the observational sheet in the first cycle (see Appendix.VI), the 

researcher was glad to see the students’ attendance. They were really enthusiasm 

in attending the class even they still had difficult in comprehending the material 

(see the pictures below). Even though some points had improved but, they still 

needed to be improved in the next cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6. The students were enthusiasm in attending the class 
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Regarding the observational sheet in the first cycle, there were some 

points that did not work well. It because some of the students were afraid and 

shy to ask what they did not understand, they still lack of vocabulary, and they 

did not accustomed in reading so, they still felt difficult in understanding what 

the text was about.   

The students’ activeness towards tea party strategy in teaching and 

learning process was still beyond the researcher’s expectation. It proved with the 

mean score was 2.7%. There were some indicators still needed to be improved.  

In the other side, the observational sheet of the students’ activity towards 

tea party strategy in the second cycle (see Appendix. X) was better than the 

previous observation. The mean score of the observation was up to 3.6%. Most 

of the students showed their activeness in learning process (see the poctures 

below). It can be seen that the students were not ashamed in asking or clarifying 

their understanding of the test, sharing and discussing the test as well as 

comprehending the text well.  

 

Picture 7. The students showed their activeness in learning process 
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The students were enthusiastic in learning process, it changed their 

perception towards reading lesson that was bored activity, by using tea party 

strategy the students would be more enjoy and not taking too much serious in 

learning. Moreover, the students would be easy to comprehend the text well. The 

students’ activity in classroom by using tea party strategy showed a specific 

progress of the students’ activeness. The students could comprehend the text and 

did the indicators of the activity well.  

B. Discussion 

From the result of using tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity to 

improve the students’ reading comprehension done for two cycles, the researcher 

obtained some results. Those results are discussed based on the research 

questions and separated into two points as the following: 

1. The Improvement of the Students’ Reading Comprehension after Using 

Tea Party Strategy as a Pre-Reading Activity. 

After applying tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity in teaching 

reading especially narrative text that it was bringing the students to different 

atmosphere. Based on the data, this strategy was successful in improving the 

students’ reading comprehension. It can be seen from the improvement of the 

students’ mean scores from 56.45% in the preliminary test before using tea party 

strategy up to 70.32% in the first cycle. Classically the students’ learning 

percentage improved.  

Even though in the first cycle it had not reached the target point, which 

was 75, the researcher directly conducted the second cycle with considering the 
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reflection in advance. In the second cycle, the researcher gave the students a 

prediction game in order to improve the students’ reading comprehension by 

predicting the text. As the result of the students’ mean score in the second cycle 

improved to 81.61% and it was indicated that the target point was reached. This 

was correlated with Yeeding (2007) investigated the effects of pre-reading 

activities on learners’ motivation and reading comprehension ability. Results 

showed that the activities subjects were highly motivated, enthusiastic to read. 

After the experiment, they scored significantly higher. It could be said that using 

tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity could improve the students’ reading 

comprehension.  

Furthermore, using tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity could 

improve the students reading comprehension.  It could be seen in every cycle that 

had been conducted by the researcher. It also could be proved by looking at the 

appendix XIII. Almost of the students reached the research target that was 75 

point. According to metacognitive theory, Klein at al (1991), involves thinking 

about what one is doing while reading. Klein at al (1991) stated that strategic 

readers attempt some activity while reading such as identifying the purpose of 

the reading before reading and identifying the form or type of the text before 

reading. Indicated that by choosing a various activity in reading comprehension 

could improve the students’ reading comprehension. For instance, the students 

could understand the text well by doing pre-reading activity before they read the 

whole of the text than asking them to read the text directly.  Correlating with 

this research, the researcher could say that using tea party strategy as a pre-
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reading activity could improve the students’ reading comprehension because it 

showed a significant improvement in students’ reading comprehension.  

2. The Students’ Activity in the Classroom by Using Tea Party Strategy. 

Tea party strategy brought the students become active, cooperative with 

their friends, and got interactive in their class because in every meeting it had 

different activities in delivering the material than before applying tea party 

strategy.  

According to the observational sheet, tea party strategy made the 

students become more active. It was proved with observational that had been 

conducted by the researcher. In the observational sheet of the first cycle, the 

students looked still felt ashamed in asking which was they did not understand, 

difficult in understanding the text, and did not accustomed in reading. It was 

proved with 2.7%. In the other side, the observation sheet that was held in the 

second cycle showed a specific progress with percentage 3.6%. The students 

become more energetic in doing the activity such as they did not feel ashamed 

when they want to ask a question, discuss with their friends and they could 

comprehend the text perfectly.  

According to Beer (2013), tea party is a strategy that makes the students 

involve in an interactive activity. In every meeting showed that the students 

participated actively by showing their activities through this research even 

though in the first meeting the students did not showed their performance as well 

as the others. 
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Tea party strategy brought the students into the different atmosphere. 

The activity would make the students became enjoyable. The steps of learning 

activities were roaming around the class while discussing the sentences of the 

cards with their friends to help the students recognizing the text would be about. 

Then, dividing the students into several groups so, they could be easy to discuss 

the sentences with their friends in group while analyzing the sentences in order 

they can share their own opinion about the text. After that, the students wrote 

their prediction on the paper and shared it with the others group. At last, the 

researcher gave the whole of the text and the students were enthusiastic in 

reading the text while matching their prediction which was closer to the text. 

Moreover, the students tried to find the mind idea of the text as well as the moral 

value of the text. In the end, the researcher submitted their paper and closed the 

class.  

By using tea party strategy, the students would be enjoy and not taking 

too seriously in learning activities so that they could comprehend the text well. It 

was proved by the students’ achievement result was very satisfactory. It could be 

seen from the result finding of the first test to second test of first cycle until the 

last test of the second cycle. The students’ score was improved significantly. In 

the first test previously, the students’ score was low that it was proved with none 

students got excellent score, very good score as well as good score. The highest 

score only 4 students as classified fairly good score and the lowest up to 15 

students as classified poor. Furthermore, in the second test of first cycle was 

better that the first test. It showed that the highest score was reached by 8 
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students as classified as good score and the lowest score was reached by 7 

students as classified fairly. Differently with the second cycle, the second test of 

the second cycle showed an improvement of the students’ score. It was proved 

with the highest score had been reached by 1 students as classified excellent, 6 

students got very good score and good score got up to 21 students as well as 3 

students got fairly good. From the explanation, tea party strategy is suitable 

strategy to be applied in learning English especially in reading activity. It made 

the students active and enthusiastic in predicting the text.  

The goal of the research had been reached, that was improving reading 

comprehension. The students had been reached the target of the successful 

criteria in the second cycle. Thus this research consisted of four meetings in 

every cycle. Even though some of them did not reach the highest score but, they 

already mastered more than 75% the material. It made the researcher really 

happy. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result in the previous chapter about using tea party strategy 

to improve the students’ reading comprehension at the second grade of Senior 

High School 1 Anggeraja, Enrekang Regency, it can be concluded as follows: 

1. Using tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity was able to improve 

the students’ reading comprehension. It was proved by the students’ 

score of the first cycle to the second cycle. The students’ mean score 

in the first cycle was 70.32% and in the second cycle it was up to 

81.61%. The mean score of the second cycle was classified as good 

score that indicated the successful criteria in achieving the target 75 

points. Hence, it can be seen that the students’ reading comprehension 

was improve significantly.   

2. The observational sheet that consisted of the students’ indicators of 

activity by using tea party strategy as a pre-reading activity indicated 

that most of the students showed their progress in activeness of 

applying tea party strategy in teaching-learning process.  
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B. Suggestion  

Regarding to the teaching reading by using tea party strategy, the 

researcher proposes some suggestions as follows: 

1. The teacher should provide the students with various teaching 

strategy in order to make the students more interested and being 

active during teaching learning activity. 

2. It is suggested to use tea party strategy as interactive activity in 

reading comprehension. This strategy is also used as a warming up in 

pre-reading activity to help the students became enjoyable and lively 

in learning process. 

3. For the next researcher, the researcher suggested that the use tea party 

strategy is also available for the others English skills such as speaking 

and writing. It is also effective in improving the students’ vocabulary 

mastery.   
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Appendix I. 

PRELIMINARY TEST  

 

 

 

 

 

THE LEGEND OF LAKE TOBA 

          Once, a fisherman named Batara Guru Sahala lived in Batak land. One day 

e caught a fish. He was surprised to find that the fish could talk. It begged Sahala 

to set it free. He did accordingly. 

          As soon as the fish was free, it changed into a woman. She was so 

beautiful that Sahala fell in love with her at once. He asked her to marrry him. 

The woman agreed to marry Sahala. However, she told him that he must never 

let out the secret that she was once a fish. Sahala promised her that he would not 

tell anyone about it. 

          They were happily married, and had two daughters. Every morning Sahala 

went out fishing. His daughters would bring him his lunch. Once day, however, 

instead of bringing the food to their father, the two girls ate it. When Sahala 

knew what they had done with the meal, he is very angry. He shouted at the 

saying. “You behaved exactly like the daughters of a fish!” 

          The girls did not know what their father meant. They went home and 

asked their mother about it. Their mother was very annoyed. Although Sahala 

apologized to her later, she would not forgive him for breaking his promise. 

           Then the earth began to shake, and volcanoes started to erupt. The earth 

cracked and formed a big hole. People said that hole become Lake Toba. 
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1. Batara Guru Sahala was a.... 

a. Farmer                            c. Sailor 

b. Villager                           d. Fisherman 

 

2. Batara Guru Sahala had.......daughter. 

a. Two                                   c. Four 

b. Three                                d. Five 

 

3. How did they fell when Batara Guru Sahala were married and have 

two daughters? 

a. Happy                               c. Sad 

b. Doubt                               d. Angry 

 

4. His wife was annoyed because..... 

a. Sahala apologized to her 

b. He forgave her for the mistake she made 

c. Sahala broke his promise 

d. His daughters ate Sahala’s meal 

 

5. What happened when the earth shook? 

a. The earth began to shake 

b. The earth cracked and made a big hole 

c. The earth became Lake Toba 

d. Volcanoes started to erupt 

             

            Once upon a time there was a poor widow who had an only son named 

Jack. They were so poor that they didn't have anything except a cow. When the 

cow had grown too old, his mother sent Jack to the market to sell it. On the way 
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to the market, Jack met a butcher who had some beautiful beans in his hand. The 

butcher told the boy that the beans were of great value and persuaded the silly 

lad to sell the cow for the beans. 

            Jack brought them, happily. When he told his mother about this, his 

mother became so angry that she threw the beans out of the window. 

When Jack woke up in the morning, he felt the sun shining into a pan of his 

room, but all the rest was quite dark and shady. So he jumped to the window. 

What did he see? The beanstalk grew up quite close past Jack’s window. He 

opened the window and jumped to the beanstalk which ran up just like a big 

ladder 

             He climbed and climbed till at last he reached the sky. While looking 

around, he saw a very huge castle. He was very amazed. Then Jack walked along 

the path leading to the castle. There was a big tail woman on the doorstep. Jack 

greeted her and asked for the giantess mercy to give him breakfast, because he 

fell very hungry. Although the giantess grumbled at first, finally she gave Jack a 

hunk of bread and cheese and a jug of milk. 

             Jack hadn't finished when the whole house began to tremble with the 

noise of someone's coming. "Oh! It's my husband!" cried the giantess. "What on 

earth shall I do?" 

Hastily the giantess opened a very big cupboard and hid Jack there. 

6. What is the story about? 

a. jack and a butcher 

b. jack and the giantess 

c. a poor widow and his son 

d. Jack and the bean stalk 

7. Where did Jack sell his cow? 

a. at the market 

b. at the giants castle 
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c. at the butchers house 

d. on the way to the market 

8. Oh! It’s my husband !" cried the giantess (paragraph 7)  from the 

sentence we know that the giantess is … her husband  

a. afraid of 

b. angry with 

c. fed up with 

d. annoyed with 

 

9. Jack's mother looked very furious when jack told that…. 

a. the beans were precious 

b. the butcher bought his cow 

c. he traded his cow for the beans 

d. he had sold his cow to a butcher 

 

10. What do we learn from the text? 

a. Jack's mother was a furious mother 

b. Poverty makes people hopeless 

c. Jack was innocent boy 

d. Sincerity makes jack get something precious 
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Appendix II.  

ACHIEVEMENT TEST CYCLE 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text 1 for questions number 1-5  

 

Once upon time, there was a king who had three sons. The two sons were 

clever. The third son did not speak much so he was called Simpleton. When the 

king had become old, he did not know which son should become the king. 

Then he got a bright idea and said; “Go forth, who brings me the most 

beautiful carpet will be king after me”. He blew three feathers in the air, and 

said: “You should go as they fly”. One feather flew to the east, the second to the 

west, but the third flew straight up and did not fly far. 

So one brother went to the right, and the other went to the left. 

Simpleton was sad because his feather did not fly far. Then all at once he saw a 

trap-door close to the feather. He found some steps, and went down the door. 

Then he came to another door, knocked at it. The door opened, and he saw a fat 

toad sitting. She asked what he wanted. He answered; “I should get the prettiest 

and finest carpet in the world”. Then she called a young toad; “Bring me the 

great box!” 

The young toad brought the box. The fat toad opened it, and gave 

simpleton a carpet out of it. The carpet was so beautiful. So Simpleton thanked 

her, and brought it to the kingdom. Meanwhile his brothers just got some coarse 

handkerchiefs from the shepherds’ wives whom they had met. When the king 

saw Simpleton’s carpet he was very astonished and said,” Well, the kingdom 
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belongs to the Simpleton”. But his two brothers argued that it was impossible 

that simpleton should be king, they asked the king to make a new agreement. 

Then the father said; “Who brings me the most beautiful ring will inherit 

the kingdom”. He blew three feathers, which they were to follow. Those of the 

two eldest again went east and went west, and simpleton’s feather flew straight 

up, and fell down near the trap-door. Again the fat toad gave him a ring sparkled 

with jewels. Meanwhile his two brothers just got old carriage-rings. However 

they did not cease from tormenting the king until he made a third condition. 

So the king declared; “who brings the most beautiful woman home will 

be the king”. He again blew the three feathers into the air. Then Simpleton went 

down to the fat toad, and said; “I am to take home the most beautiful woman”. 

Then, she gave him a yellow turnip which had been hollowed out. Mournfully 

Simpleton said; “What am I to do with it?”. The toad answered; “Just put one of 

my little toads into it!”. Then Simpleton seized one little toad and put her into 

the yellow coach. Surprisingly the little toad turned into a beautiful maiden. So 

Simpleton took her to the king. On the other hand, his brother brought peasant 

women to the kingdom. 

When the king saw the women he said; “After my death the kingdom 

belongs to my youngest son”. But the two eldest brothers kept arguing that 

whose wife could leap through a ring which hung in the center of the hall would 

be the king. The king agreed. Then the two peasant women jumped through the 

ring but they fell which made their arms and legs broke. On the other hand, the 

pretty maiden sprang through the ring as lightly as a deer which made the two 

peasants ceased. So Simpleton received the crown and ruled wisely the kingdom. 

1. What is the story about? 

a. Simpleton   c.   The King and Three Sons 

b. The Three Feathers  d.   The King and Three Feathers 

2. What are the challenges given by the king to his sons? 

a. Carpet, Ring, and Beautiful Woman 

b. Carpet, Ring and Peasant Woman 
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c. Ring, Old Carriage-rings and Beautiful Woman 

d. Handkerchiefs, Ring and Beautiful Woman 

3. Then Simpleton went down to the fat toad, and said; “I am to take home the 

most beautiful woman”. The underlined words closest meaning with …. 

a. find    c.   bring 

b. catch     d.   buy 

4. But his two brothers argued that it was impossible that simpleton should be 

king, they asked the king to make a new agreement (Paragraph 4), from the 

sentences we know that two brothers … with Simpleton. 

a. afraid     c.   disagree 

b. angry     d.   annoyed 

5. What is the moral value of the text? 

a. Don’t judge a book by it’s cover 

b. Honestly begins at home 

c. United we stand, divided we fall 

d. Common people may prove great ones  

Text 2, for questions number 6-10 

A fox fell into a well and couldn’t get out. By and by a thirsty goat came 

along. Seeing the fox in the well it asked if the water was good. “Good,” said the 

fox, “It’s the best water I’ve tasted in all my life. Come down and try it 

yourself.” 

The goat was thirsty so he got into the well. When he had drunk enough, 

he looked around but there was no way to get out. Then the fox said, “I have a 

good idea. You stand on your hind legs and put your forelegs against the side of 

the well. Then I’ll climb on your back, from there. I’ll step on your horns, and I 

can get out. And when I’m out, I’ll help you out of the well.” The goat did as he 

was asked and the fox got on his back and climbed out of the well. Then he 

coolly walked away. The goat called out loudly after him and reminded him of 

his promise to help him out. The fox merely turn to him and said, “if you only 
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had thought carefully about getting out, you wouldn’t have jumped into the 

well.” 

The goat felt very sad. He called out loudly. An old man walking nearby 

heard him and put a plank into the well. The goat out and thanked the old man. 

6. The text tells the story of … 

a. a fox                c.   a fox and a goat  

b. a goat     d.   the goat and an old woman 

7. “The goat did as he was asked ………” (Paragraph 3) 

What does the above sentence mean? 

a. The goat drank enough and looked around. 

b. The goat came down to the well and drank. 

c. The goat called out loudly after the fox got out. 

d. The goat stood on his hint legs and put his forelegs against the side of 

the well. 

8. “Come down and try it yourself.” (Paragraph 1). The underlined word refers 

to …. 

a. a well    c.  life 

b. water   d.  a goat 

9. What do we learn from the text? 

a. The fox’s idea of how to get out of the well 

b. How the fox helped the goat 

c. How both the goat and the fox got out of the well 

d. Why the fox got into the well 

10. What kinds of the story above? 

a. Report text 

b. Descriptive text 

c. Narrative text 

d. Procedure text 
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Appendix III.  

ACHIEVEMENT TEST CYCLE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the text and choose the correct answer to answer the questions! 

Text 1, for question number 1-5! 

 

 

There was once a man who was very much in love with a girl. This man is 

very romantic. The man folded 1,000 pieces of paper cranes as a gift to his girl. 

Although he was just a small executive in his company, they were very happy 

together.  

One day, his girl told him she was going to Paris and would never come 

back. She also told him that she could visualize any bright future for both of 

them, so let’s go their own ways. The man was heartbroken but he agreed. 

One day he regained his confidence. He worked hard day and night, just 

to make something out of himself. Finally with all these hard work and the help 

of his friends, the man had set up his own company. “You never fail until you 

stop trying”, that was what he always told himself, “I must make it in life!”  

One rainy day, when the man was driving, he saw an elderly couple 

sharing an umbrella in the rain walking to some destination. It didn’t take him 

long to realize that those were his ex-girlfriend’s parents. He drove slowly beside 

the couple. He wanted them to see him in his luxury car. He wanted them to 

know that he wasn’t the same one anymore. 
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The couple was walking towards a cemetery. Following them, the man 

got out of his car. There, he saw his ex-girlfriend, a photograph of her smiling 

sweetly. He saw his precious paper cranes in a bottle placed beside her tomb.  

The couple saw him. The man walked over and asked them why this had 

happened. They explained that their daughter did not leave for France. She was 

stricken ill with cancer.  She had believed that he would make it someday, but 

she did not want her illness to be his obstacle. Therefore she had chosen to leave 

him. 

His daughter had wanted her parents to put his paper cranes beside her. If 

the day came, when fate brings him to her again, he could take some of those 

paper cranes back with him. The man just wept. 

1. What is the suitable title of the story? 

a. True Love   c.  Let Me Love You 

b. The Last Request  d.  Because of Cancer 

 

2. Where will the girl go? 

a. Singapore   c.  America 

b. Paris    d.  England 

 

3. One day he regained his confidence. The underlined word is closest meaning 

to …. 

a. Get    c.  Feel 

b. Put    d.  Find 

 

4. Which statement is incorrect according to the text? 

a. The man folded 500 pieces of paper cranes as a gift to his girl 

b. The man was heartbroken but he agreed 

c. The couple was walking towards a cemetery  

d. He wanted them to see him in his luxury car 
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5. What is the main idea of the paragraph? 

a. Paper cranes will be unforgettable gift 

b. The man who love his girl very much 

c. The girl who was stricken ill with cancer 

d. The parents who love their daughter so much 

  

Text 2, for question number 6-10! 

 

The Smart Parrot 

 

A man in Puerto Rico had a wonderful parrot. There was no another 

parrot like it. 

It was very, very smart. This parrot would say any word-except one. He 

would not say the name of the town where he was born. The name of the town 

was Catano. 

The man tried to teach the parrot to say Catano. But the bird would not 

say the word. At first the man was very nice, but then he got angry. “You are a 

stupid bird! Why can’t you say the word? Say Catano, or I will kill you!” but the 

parrot would not say it. Then the man got to so angry that the shouted over and 

over, “Say Catano, or I’ll kill you!” but the bird would not talk. 

One day after trying for many hours to make the bird say Catano, the man 

got very angry. He picked up the bird and threw him into the chicken house. 

“You are more stupid than the chickens. Soon I will eat them, and I will eat you, 

too.” 

In the chicken house there are four old chickens. They were for Sunday’s 

dinner. The man put the parrot in the chicken house and left.  

The next day the man came back to the chicken house. He opened the 

door and stopped. He was very surprised at what he saw! He saw three dead 

chickens on the floor. The parrot was screaming at the fourth chicken, “Say 

Catano, or I’ll kill you! 
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6. Where does the story take place? 

a. London                                              c.   Jakarta 

b. Puerto Rico                                        d.   Buenos Aires 

 

7. How often did the owner teach the bird how to say the word? 

a. Always                                                c.  Many times 

b. Everyday                                             d.  Every second 

 

8. Which statement is true according to the text? 

a. The parrot could say Catano        

b. At last the parrot could say Catano 

c. Catano was the name at the parrot 

d. The man never got angry at the parrot 

 

9. What does the man do to the bird because the bird cannot say the name of a 

place? 

a. The man ate the bird. 

b. The sold the bird. 

c. The man killed the bird. 

d. The man taught the bird 

 

10. It is most likely that …. 

a. The bird killed the three chickens. 

b. The three chickens killed the bird. 

c. The bird played with the chicken. 

d. The bird killed one of the three chickens. 
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Appendix. IV 

The Students’ Score at Preliminary Cycle Test 

 

No. Name  Score  Classification 

1. Adelia Ansar 60 Fairly  

2. Ainun Afifah 

Hasri 

50 Poor  

3. Andi Anis 

Magfhirah 

50 Poor  

4. Andi Tenri Van 

Vatara 

70 Fairly Good 

5. Faisal Fajrin 60 Fairly  

6. Harmiati 50 Poor  

7. Ita Nur Syafika 50 Poor  

8. Juliana 60 Fairly  

9. Jusrianti 50 Poor  

10. Marliana Febrianti 50 Poor  

11. Mawar Melati 60 Fairly  

12. Monalisa 50 Poor  

13. Muh. Al-Azhary 50 Poor  

14. Muhammad Ibnu 

Miswar 

50 Poor  

15. Mustajab 50 Poor  

16. Nur Ina Idris 60 Fairly  

17. Nur Islah 60 Fairly  

18. Nur Laila Haspi 50 Poor  

19. Nur Muftiah 

Rusdin 

60 Fairly  

20. Nurbudaya 50 Poor  

21. Nurfadilla Arif 60 Fairly  

22. Nurfahira Arif 70 Fairly Good 
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23. Penni Dian 60 Fairly  

24. Restu Putra 60 Fairly  

25. Ria Amriati 70 Fairly Good 

26. Riska Musfirah 50 Poor 

27. Rostika 50 Poor 

28. Selvi 50 Poor  

29. Vidia Maharani S 60 Fairly  

30. Yuyul Dillasari 60 Fairly  

31. Zainab 70 Fairly Good 
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Appendix. V 

Thè Students’ Score at the Preliminary Test 

 

Criteria Score Frequency Percentage 

Excellent 9,6 - 10 0 0 

Very Good 8,6 – 9,5 0 0 

Good 7,6 – 8,5 0 0 

Fairly Good 6,6 – 7,5 4 12,9 

Fairly 5,6 – 6,5 12 38,7 

Poor 3,6 – 5,5 15 48,4 

Very poor 0 – 3,5 0 0 

Mean Scores: 56,45  31 100 
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Appendix. VI 

The Result of the Students’ Observation Sheet in the First Cycle 

No

. 

Activities Score  

Indicators 1  

(Very Poor) 

2 

(Poor) 

3 

(Good) 

4 

(Very Good) 

1. The students attend during 

teaching and learning 

process 

     Majority of 

students (100%) 

2. The students listen 

carefully and give full 

attention to the researcher’s 

explanation about material 

     Many of students 

(60%) 

3.  The students make a note 

from teacher explanation. 

     Half of students 

(30%) 

4. The students ask questions 

to the teacher to clarify 

their understanding. 

     Half of students 

(40%) 

5. The students read and 

comprehend the text which 

is given by the researcher 

     Half of students 

(30%) 

6. The students describe and 

finish the assignment which 

is given by the researcher 

     Many of students 

(50%)  

7. The students compare their 

answer and discuss in their 

group 

     Many of students 

(65%) 

8. The students present their 

answer, give questions, or 

explain their idea/opinion to 

others groups and to the 

researcher 

     Many of students 

(60%)  

9. The students write 

conclusion in their note 

book 

     Many of students 

(60%) 

10. The students do not do the 

irrelevant activities during 

teaching and learning 

process (such as; daydream, 

walk out of their member 

group, read book, doing 

other lesson’s assignment or 

playful with other friends).  

     
Half of students 

(30%) 
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Appendix. VII 

 

The Percentage of Observation sheet in the First Cycle 

Criteria Score Frequencies Percentage 

Poor 1 0 0 

Very Poor 2 4 40 

Good 3 5 50 

Very Good 4 1 10 

Mean Score : 2,7  10 100 
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Appendix. VIII 

The Students’ Score at Achievement Test Cycle 1 

No. Name  Score  Classification 

1. Adelia Ansar 70 Fairly Good 

2. Ainun Afifah 

Hasri 

70 Fairly Good 

3. Andi Anis 

Magfhirah 

60 Fairly 

4. Andi Tenri Van 

Vatara 

80 Good 

5. Faisal Fajrin 70 Fairly Good  

6. Harmiati 60 Fairly 

7. Ita Nur Syafika 60 Fairly 

8. Juliana 70 Fairly Good  

9. Jusrianti 60 Fairly 

10. Marliana Febrianti 60 Fairly 

11. Mawar Melati 70 Fairly Good  

12. Monalisa 70 Fairly Good 

13. Muh. Al-Azhary 60 Fairly 

14. Muhammad Ibnu 

Miswar 

70 Fairly Good 

15. Mustajab 60 Fairly  

16. Nur Ina Idris 80 Good 

17. Nur Islah 70 Fairly Good 

18. Nur Laila Haspi 70 Fairly Good 

19. Nur Muftiah 

Rusdin 

70 Fairly Good 

20. Nurbudaya 70 Fairly Good 

21. Nurfadilla Arif 80 Good  

22. Nurfahira Arif 80  Good 

23. Penni Dian 80 Good  

24. Restu Putra 70 Fairly Good 
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25. Ria Amriati 70 Fairly Good 

26. Riska Musfirah 70 Fairly Good 

27. Rostika 70 Fairly Good 

28. Selvi 80 Good  

29. Vidia Maharani S 80 Good 

30. Yuyul Dillasari 80 Good  

31. Zainab 70 Fairly Good 
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Appendix. IX 

 

The Students’ Score at the Achievement Test of the First Cycle 

Criteria Score Frequency Percentage 

Excellent 9,6 – 10 0 0 

Very Good 8,6 – 9,5 0 0 

Good 7,6 – 8,5 8 25,81 

Fairly Good 6,6 – 7,5 16 51,61 

Fairly 5,6 – 6,5 7 22,58 

Poor 3,6 – 5,5 0 0 

Very poor 0 – 3,5 0 0 

Mean Scores: 70,32  31 100 
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Appendix. X 

The Result of the Students’ Observation Sheet in the Second Cycle 

No

. 

Activities Score  

Indicators  1  

(Very Poor) 

2 

(Poor) 

3 

(Good) 

4 

(Very Good) 

1. The students attend during 

teaching and learning 

process 

     Majority of 

students 

(100%) 

2. The students listen 

carefully and give full 

attention to the researcher’s 

explanation about material 

     Majority of 

students 

(87%) 

3.  The students make a note 

from teacher explanation. 

     Many of 

students 

(60%) 

4. The students ask questions 

to the teacher to clarify 

their understanding. 

     Many of 

students 

(60%) 

5. The students read and 

comprehend the text which 

is given by the researcher 

     Majority of 

students 

(89%) 

6. The students describe and 

finish the assignment which 

is given by the researcher 

     Many of 

students 

(50%) 

7. The students compare their 

answer and discuss in their 

group 

     Majority of 

students 

(86%) 

8. The students present their 

answer, give questions, or 

explain their idea/opinion to 

others groups and to the 

researcher 

     Majority of 

students 

(85%) 

9. The students write 

conclusion in their note 

book 

     Majority of 

students 

(85%) 

10. The students do not do the 

irrelevant activities during 

teaching and learning 

process (such as; daydream, 

walk out of their member 

group, read book, doing 

other lesson’s assignment or 

playful with other friends).  

     Many of 

students 

(50%) 
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Appendix.  XI 

The Percentage of Observation sheet in the Second Cycle 

Criteria Score Frequencies Percentage (%) 

Poor 1 0 0 

Very Poor 2 0 0 

Good 3 4 40 

Very Good 4 6 60 

Mean Score : 3,6  10 100 
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Appendix. XII 

The Students’ Score at Achievement Test Cycle 2 

No. Name  Score  Classification 

1. Adelia Ansar 80 Good 

2. Ainun Afifah 

Hasri 

80 Good 

3. Andi Anis 

Magfhirah 

80 Good 

4. Andi Tenri Van 

Vatara 

100 Excellent 

5. Faisal Fajrin 80 Good  

6. Harmiati 90 Very Good 

7. Ita Nur Syafika 80 Good 

8. Juliana 80 Good  

9. Jusrianti 90 Very Good 

10. Marliana Febrianti 80 Good 

11. Mawar Melati 90 Very Good  

12. Monalisa 80 Good 

13. Muh. Al-Azhary 80 Fairly 

14. Muhammad Ibnu 

Miswar 

70 Fairly Good 

15. Mustajab 80 Good 

16. Nur Ina Idris 80 Good 

17. Nur Islah 80 Good 

18. Nur Laila Haspi 80 Good 

19. Nur Muftiah 

Rusdin 

90 Very Good 

20. Nurbudaya 80 Good 

21. Nurfadilla Arif 80 Good  

22. Nurfahira Arif 80  Good 

23. Penni Dian 80 Good  

24. Restu Putra 80 Good 
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25. Ria Amriati 70 Fairly Good 

26. Riska Musfirah 80 Good 

27. Rostika 90 Very Good 

28. Selvi 80 Good  

29. Vidia Maharani S 70 Fairly Good 

30. Yuyul Dillasari 90 Very Good  

31. Zainab 80 Good 
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Appendix. XIII 

The Students’ Score at the Achievement Test of the Second Cycle 

 

Criteria Score Frequency Percentage 

Excellent 9,6 – 10 1 3,23 

Very Good 8,6 – 9,5 6 19,35 

Good 7,6 – 8,5 21 67,74 

Fairly Good 6,6 – 7,5 3 9,68 

Fairly 5,6 – 6,5 0 0 

Poor 3,6 – 5,5 0 0 

Very poor 0 – 3,5 0 0 

Mean Scores: 81,61  31 100 
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Appendix. XIV 

LESSON PLAN 

 

Educational Unit :  SMA Negeri 1 Anggeraja 

Class/Semester :  XI/2 

Lesson  :  English 

Time     :  2 x 60 Mniutes 

Aspect   :  Reading  

 

A. Competency Standards 

Reading  

5. Understanding the meaning of short functional text and essay form of report, 

narrative andanalytical exposition in the context of daily life and to access 

knowledge. 

B. Basic Competence 

5.2 Responding meaning and rhetorical steps in the essay that uses written language 

diversityaccurately, smoothly, and acceptable in the context of daily life and to 

access knowledge intext form of: report, narrative and analytical exposition. 

C. Indicator 

1. Recognizing kinds of narrative text. 

2. State the purpose of narrative text. 

3. Finding the prediction of narrative text. 

4. Mention the characters in the narrative text that has been read. 

5. Retell the story of narrative text. 

6. Make a summary from the text that has been read. 

D. Purpose of Learning  

Students are able to: 

1. Recognize kinds of narrative text. 

2. State the purpose of narrative text. 

3. Find the prediction of narrative text. 

4. Mention the characters in the narrative text that has been read. 

5. Retell the story of narrative text. 

6. Make a summary from the text that has been read. 
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E. Learning Material  

Narrative Text:  

1. Purpose: To amuse or entertain the readers with actual or imaginary experiences 

indifferent ways. 

2. Generic Structure: Orientation, Complication, Resolution. 

3. Language Features: use of noun phrases, connectives, adverbial phrases of time 

and place, simple past tense, action verbs, saying verbs, thinking verbs, feeling 

verbs, and verbs of sense. 

4. Story of Narrative Text: 

The Three Feathers 

Once upon time, there was a king who had three sons. The two sons were clever. The 

third son did not speak much so he was called Simpleton. When the king had become old, he 

did not know which son should become the king. 

Then he got a bright idea and said; “Go forth, who brings me the most beautiful 

carpet will be king after me”. He blew three feathers in the air, and said: “You should go as 

they fly”. One feather flew to the east, the second to the west, but the third flew straight up 

and did not fly far. 

So one brother went to the right, and the other went to the left. Simpleton was sad 

because his feather did not fly far. Then all at once he saw a trap-door close to the feather. 

He found some steps, and went down the door. Then he came to another door, knocked at it. 

The door opened, and he saw a fat toad sitting. She asked what he wanted. He answered; “I 

should get the prettiest and finest carpet in the world”. Then she called a young toad; “Bring 

me the great box!” 

The young toad brought the box. The fat toad opened it, and gave simpleton a carpet 

out of it. The carpet was so beautiful. So Simpleton thanked her, and brought it to the 

kingdom. Meanwhile his brothers just got some coarse handkerchiefs from the shepherds’ 

wives whom they had met. When the king saw Simpleton’s carpet he was very astonished 

and said,” Well, the kingdom belongs to the Simpleton”. But his two brothers argued that it 

was impossible that simpleton should be king, they asked the king to make a new 

agreement. 

Then the father said; “Who brings me the most beautiful ring will inherit the 

kingdom”. He blew three feathers, which they were to follow. Those of the two eldest again 

went east and went west, and simpleton’s feather flew straight up, and fell down near the 

trap-door. Again the fat toad gave him a ring sparkled with jewels. Meanwhile his two 

brothers just got old carriage-rings. However they did not cease from tormenting the king 

until he made a third condition. 

So the king declared; “who brings the most beautiful woman home will be the king”. 

He again blew the three feathers into the air. Then Simpleton went down to the fat toad, and 

said; “I am to take home the most beautiful woman”. Then, she gave him a yellow turnip 

which had been hollowed out. Mournfully Simpleton said; “What am I to do with it?”. The 

toad answered; “Just put one of my little toads into it!”. Then Simpleton seized one little 

toad and put her into the yellow coach. Surprisingly the little toad turned into a beautiful 

maiden. So Simpleton took her to the king. On the other hand, his brother brought peasant 

women to the kingdom. 

When the king saw the women he said; “After my death the kingdom belongs to my 

youngest son”. But the two eldest brothers kept arguing that whose wife could leap through 
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a ring which hung in the center of the hall would be the king. The king agreed. Then the two 

peasant women jumped through the ring but they fell which made their arms and legs broke. 

On the other hand, the pretty maiden sprang through the ring as lightly as a deer which 

made the two peasants ceased. So Simpleton received the crown and ruled wisely the 

kingdom. 

. 

F. Method or technique : Tea Party Strategy 

G. Media/Source/Instrument :  

1. Handbook 

2. Dictionary  

3. Flashcards 

4. Work Sheet 

H. Learning Activities 

a. Pre-Activities 

 Praying  

 Greeting 

 Checking the attendance list 

 Checking the students prior knowledge of narrative text 

b. Main Activities 

1. Pre-Reading Activity 

 Distributing the flashcards 

 Asking the students to roam around the class, talking and sharing about the 

information on the cards 

 Dividing the students into 4 group 

 Discussing the information of the text on the cards 

 Finding the prediction of the text 

 Write the prediction in a paper 

 Retelling the prediction of the text 

2. Reading Activity 

 Giving the whole of the text 

 Reading the text while checking the closer prediction of the text. 

 Finding the moral value of the text 

3. Post-Reading Activity 

 Make a summary of the narrative text in the paper 

 Submit the paper 
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c. Post Activity 

 Asking the students which was do not understand 

 Asking the student their perception towards the learning process 

 Finishing the class 

 Greeting  

I. Assessment:  

1. Technique    : Ongoing process  

2. Test      :  10 items of multiple choices   

No. Question Score 

1. Text 1 for questions number 1-5  

 

Once upon time, there was a king who had three sons. The two 

sons were clever. The third son did not speak much so he was called 

Simpleton. When the king had become old, he did not know which son 

should become the king. 

Then he got a bright idea and said; “Go forth, who brings me 

the most beautiful carpet will be king after me”. He blew three 

feathers in the air, and said: “You should go as they fly”. One feather 

flew to the east, the second to the west, but the third flew straight up 

and did not fly far. 

So one brother went to the right, and the other went to the 

left. Simpleton was sad because his feather did not fly far. Then all at 

once he saw a trap-door close to the feather. He found some steps, and 

went down the door. Then he came to another door, knocked at it. The 

door opened, and he saw a fat toad sitting. She asked what he wanted. 

He answered; “I should get the prettiest and finest carpet in the 

world”. Then she called a young toad; “Bring me the great box!” 

The young toad brought the box. The fat toad opened it, and 

gave simpleton a carpet out of it. The carpet was so beautiful. So 

Simpleton thanked her, and brought it to the kingdom. Meanwhile his 

brothers just got some coarse handkerchiefs from the shepherds’ wives 

whom they had met. When the king saw Simpleton’s carpet he was 

very astonished and said,” Well, the kingdom belongs to the 

Simpleton”. But his two brothers argued that it was impossible that 

simpleton should be king, they asked the king to make a new 

agreement. 

Then the father said; “Who brings me the most beautiful ring 

will inherit the kingdom”. He blew three feathers, which they were to 

follow. Those of the two eldest again went east and went west, and 

simpleton’s feather flew straight up, and fell down near the trap-door. 

Again the fat toad gave him a ring sparkled with jewels. Meanwhile 

his two brothers just got old carriage-rings. However they did not 

cease from tormenting the king until he made a third condition. 

So the king declared; “who brings the most beautiful woman 

home will be the king”. He again blew the three feathers into the air. 

 

10 
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Then Simpleton went down to the fat toad, and said; “I am to take 

home the most beautiful woman”. Then, she gave him a yellow turnip 

which had been hollowed out. Mournfully Simpleton said; “What am I 

to do with it?”. The toad answered; “Just put one of my little toads 

into it!”. Then Simpleton seized one little toad and put her into the 

yellow coach. Surprisingly the little toad turned into a beautiful 

maiden. So Simpleton took her to the king. On the other hand, his 

brother brought peasant women to the kingdom. 

When the king saw the women he said; “After my death the 

kingdom belongs to my youngest son”. But the two eldest brothers 

kept arguing that whose wife could leap through a ring which hung in 

the center of the hall would be the king. The king agreed. Then the 

two peasant women jumped through the ring but they fell which made 

their arms and legs broke. On the other hand, the pretty maiden sprang 

through the ring as lightly as a deer which made the two peasants 

ceased. So Simpleton received the crown and ruled wisely the 

kingdom. 

 

What is the story about? 

a. Simpleton   c.   The King and Three Sons 

b. The Three Feathers  d.   The King and Three Feathers 

2. What are the challenges given by the king to his sons? 

a. Carpet, Ring, and Beautiful Woman 

b. Carpet, Ring and Peasant Woman 

c. Ring, Old Carriage-rings and Beautiful Woman 

d. Handkerchiefs, Ring and Beautiful Woman 

10 

3. Then Simpleton went down to the fat toad, and said; “I am to take 

home the most beautiful woman”. The underlined words closest 

meaning with …. 

a. find    c.   bring 

b. catch     d.   buy 

10 

4. But his two brothers argued that it was impossible that simpleton 

should be king, they asked the king to make a new agreement 

(Paragraph 4), from the sentences we know that two brothers … with 

Simpleton. 

a. afraid     c.   disagree 

b. angry     d.   annoyed 

10 

5. What is the moral value of the text? 

a. Don’t judge a book by it’s cover 

b. Honestly begins at home 

10 
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c. United we stand, divided we fall 

d. Common people may prove great ones 

6. Text 2, for questions number 6-10 

 

A fox fell into a well and couldn’t get out. By and by a thirsty 

goat came along. Seeing the fox in the well it asked if the water was 

good. “Good,” said the fox, “It’s the best water I’ve tasted in all my 

life. Come down and try it yourself.” 

The goat was thirsty so he got into the well. When he had 

drunk enough, he looked around but there was no way to get out. 

Then the fox said, “I have a good idea. You stand on your hind legs 

and put your forelegs against the side of the well. Then I’ll climb on 

your back, from there. I’ll step on your horns, and I can get out. And 

when I’m out, I’ll help you out of the well.” The goat did as he was 

asked and the fox got on his back and climbed out of the well. Then 

he coolly walked away. The goat called out loudly after him and 

reminded him of his promise to help him out. The fox merely turn to 

him and said, “if you only had thought carefully about getting out, 

you wouldn’t have jumped into the well.” 

The goat felt very sad. He called out loudly. An old man 

walking nearby heard him and put a plank into the well. The goat out 

and thanked the old man. 

 

The text tells the story of … 

a. a fox    c.   a fox and a goat  

b. a goat     d.   the goat and an old woman 

 

10 

7. “The goat did as he was asked ………” (Paragraph 3) 

What does the above sentence mean? 

a. The goat drank enough and looked around. 

b. The goat came down to the well and drank. 

c. The goat called out loudly after the fox got out. 

d. The goat stood on his hint legs and put his forelegs against the 

side of the well. 

10 

8. “Come down and try it yourself.” (Paragraph 1). The underlined word 

refers to …. 

a. a well    c.  life 

b. water   d.  a goat 

10 

9. What do we learn from the text? 

a. The fox’s idea of how to get out of the well 

b. How the fox helped the goat 

c. How both the goat and the fox got out of the well 

10 
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          Anggeraja, 7 April 2016 

 

        English Teacher                                                    Researcher 

 

 

          Rahmi, S.Pd.                                  Mildaranti 

NIP. 19760326 200003 2 006                   NIM. 20400112150 

 

 

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

d. Why the fox got into the well 

10. What kinds of the story above? 

a. Report text 

b. Descriptive text 

c. Narrative text 

d. Procedure text 

10 
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Appendix. XV 

LESSON PLAN 

 

Educational Unit :  SMA Negeri 1 Anggeraja 

Class/Semester :  XI/2 

Lesson  :  English 

Time     :  2 x 60 Mniutes 

Aspect   :  Reading  

 

A. Competency Standards 

Reading  

5. Understanding the meaning of short functional text and essay form of report, 

narrative andanalytical exposition in the context of daily life and to access 

knowledge. 

B. Basic Competence 

5.2 Responding meaning and rhetorical steps in the essay that uses written language 

diversityaccurately, smoothly, and acceptable in the context of daily life and to 

access knowledge intext form of: report, narrative and analytical exposition.:  

C. Indicator 

1. Recognizing kinds of narrative text. 

2. State the purpose of narrative text. 

3. Finding the prediction of narrative text. 

4. Mention the characters in the narrative text that has been read. 

5. Retell the story of narrative text. 

6. Make a summary from the text that has been read. 

D. Purpose of Learning  

Students are able to: 

1. Recognize kinds of narrative text. 

2. State the purpose of narrative text. 

3. Find the prediction of narrative text. 

4. Mention the characters in the narrative text that has been read. 

5. Retell the story of narrative text. 

6. Make a summary from the text that has been read. 
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E. Learning Material  

Narrative Text:  

1. Purpose: To amuse or entertain the readers with actual or imaginary experiences 

indifferent ways. 

2. Generic Structure: Orientation, Complication, Resolution. 

3. Language Features: use of noun phrases, connectives, adverbial phrases of time 

and place, simple past tense, action verbs, saying verbs, thinking verbs, feeling 

verbs, and verbs of sense. 

4. Story of Narrative Text: 

Let me love you 

 

There was once a man who was very much in love with a girl. This man is very romantic. The 

man folded 1,000 pieces of paper cranes as a gift to his girl. Although he was just a small executive in 

his company, they were very happy together.  

One day, his girl told him she was going to Paris and would never come back. She also told 

him that she could visualize any bright future for both of them, so let’s go their own ways. The man 

was heartbroken but he agreed. 

One day he regained his confidence. He worked hard day and night, just to make something 

out of himself. Finally with all these hard work and the help of his friends, the man had set up his own 

company. “You never fail until you stop trying”, that was what he always told himself, “I must make 

it in life!”  

One rainy day, when the man was driving, he saw an elderly couple sharing an umbrella in 

the rain walking to some destination. It didn’t take him long to realize that those were his ex-

girlfriend’s parents. He drove slowly beside the couple. He wanted them to see him in his luxury car. 

He wanted them to know that he wasn’t the same one anymore. 

The couple was walking towards a cemetery. Following them, the man got out of his car. 

There, he saw his ex-girlfriend, a photograph of her smiling sweetly. He saw his precious paper cranes 

in a bottle placed beside her tomb.  

The couple saw him. The man walked over and asked them why this had happened. They 

explained that their daughter did not leave for France. She was stricken ill with cancer.  She had 

believed that he would make it someday, but she did not want her illness to be his obstacle. Therefore 

she had chosen to leave him. 

His daughter had wanted her parents to put his paper cranes beside her. If the day came, when 

fate brings him to her again, he could take some of those paper cranes back with him. The man just 

wept. 

. 

F. Method or technique : Tea Party Strategy 

G. Media/Source/Instrument :  

1. Handbook 

2. Dictionary  

3. Flashcards 

4. Work Sheet 
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H. Learning Activities 

a. Pre-Activities 

 Praying  

 Greeting 

 Checking the attendance list 

 Checking the students prior knowledge of narrative text 

b. Main Activities 

1. Pre-Reading Activity 

 Distributing the flashcards 

 Asking the students to roam around the class, talking and sharing about the 

information on the cards 

 Dividing the students into 4 group 

 Discussing the information of the text on the cards 

 Finding the prediction of the text 

 Write the prediction in a paper 

 Retelling the prediction of the text 

2. Reading Activity 

 Giving the whole of the text 

 Reading the text while checking the closer prediction of the text. 

 Finding the moral value of the text 

3. Post-Reading Activity 

 Make a summary of the narrative text in the paper 

 Submit the paper 

c. Post Activity 

 Asking the students which is do not understand 

 Asking the student their perception towards the learning process 

 Finishing the class 

 Greeting  

I. Assessment:  

1. Technique    : Ongoing process  

2. Test      :  10 items of multiple choices   

No. Question Score 

1. Read the text and choose the correct answer to answer the questions! 

Text 1, for question number 1-5! 
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There was once a man who was very much in love with a girl. This 

man is very romantic. The man folded 1,000 pieces of paper cranes as a gift 

to his girl. Although he was just a small executive in his company, they were 

very happy together.  

One day, his girl told him she was going to Paris and would never 

come back. She also told him that she could visualize any bright future for 

both of them, so let’s go their own ways. The man was heartbroken but he 

agreed. 

One day he regained his confidence. He worked hard day and night, 

just to make something out of himself. Finally with all these hard work and 

the help of his friends, the man had set up his own company. “You never fail 

until you stop trying”, that was what he always told himself, “I must make it 

in life!”  

One rainy day, when the man was driving, he saw an elderly couple 

sharing an umbrella in the rain walking to some destination. It didn’t take 

him long to realize that those were his ex-girlfriend’s parents. He drove 

slowly beside the couple. He wanted them to see him in his luxury car. He 

wanted them to know that he wasn’t the same one anymore. 

The couple was walking towards a cemetery. Following them, the 

man got out of his car. There, he saw his ex-girlfriend, a photograph of her 

smiling sweetly. He saw his precious paper cranes in a bottle placed beside 

her tomb.  

The couple saw him. The man walked over and asked them why this 

had happened. They explained that their daughter did not leave for France. 

She was stricken ill with cancer.  She had believed that he would make it 

someday, but she did not want her illness to be his obstacle. Therefore she 

had chosen to leave him. 

His daughter had wanted her parents to put his paper cranes beside 

her. If the day came, when fate brings him to her again, he could take some of 

those paper cranes back with him. The man just wept. 

 

 

What is the suitable title of the story? 

a. True Love   c.  Let Me Love You 

b. The Last Request  d.  Because of Cancer 

 

10 

2. Where will the girl go? 

a. Singapore   c.  America 

b. Paris    d.  England 

10 

3. One day he regained his confidence. The underlined word is closest 

meaning to …. 

a. Get    c.  Feel 

b. Put    d.  Find 

10 

4. Which statement is incorrect according to the text? 

a. The man folded 500 pieces of paper cranes as a gift to his girl 

b. The man was heartbroken but he agreed 

c. The couple was walking towards a cemetery  

10 
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d. He wanted them to see him in his luxury car 

5. What is the main idea of the paragraph? 

a. Paper cranes will be unforgettable gift 

b. The man who love his girl very much 

c. The girl who was stricken ill with cancer 

d. The parents who love their daughter so much 

10 

6. The Smart Parrot 

 

A man in Puerto Rico had a wonderful parrot. There was no another 

parrot like it. 

It was very, very smart. This parrot would say any word-except one. 

He would not say the name of the town where he was born. The name of the 

town was Catano. 

The man tried to teach the parrot to say Catano. But the bird would 

not say the word. At first the man was very nice, but then he got angry. “You 

are a stupid bird! Why can’t you say the word? Say Catano, or I will kill 

you!” but the parrot would not say it. Then the man got to so angry that the 

shouted over and over, “Say Catano, or I’ll kill you!” but the bird would not 

talk. 

One day after trying for many hours to make the bird say Catano, the 

man got very angry. He picked up the bird and threw him into the chicken 

house. “You are more stupid than the chickens. Soon I will eat them, and I 

will eat you, too.” 

In the chicken house there are four old chickens. They were for 

Sunday’s dinner. The man put the parrot in the chicken house and left.  

The next day the man came back to the chicken house. He opened the 

door and stopped. He was very surprised at what he saw! He saw three dead 

chickens on the floor. The parrot was screaming at the fourth chicken, “Say 

Catano, or I’ll kill you! 

. 

 

Where does the story take place? 

a. London                                              c.   Jakarta 

b. Puerto Rico                                        d.   Buenos Aires 

 

10 

7. How often did the owner teach the bird how to say the word? 

a. Always                                                c.  Many times 

b. Everyday                                             d.  Every second 

10 

8. Which statement is true according to the text? 

a. The parrot could say Catano        

b. At last the parrot could say Catano 

c. Catano was the name at the parrot 

d. The man never got angry at the parrot 

10 

9. What does the man do to the bird because the bird cannot say the name 

of a place? 

10 
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a. The man ate the bird. 

b. The sold the bird. 

c. The man killed the bird. 

d. The man taught the bird 

10. It is most likely that …. 

a. The bird killed the three chickens. 

b. The three chickens killed the bird. 

c. The bird played with the chicken. 

d. The bird killed one of the three chickens. 

10 
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